“CocoaPods is the dependency manager for Objective-C projects. It has thousands of libraries and can help you scale your projects elegantly.”

http://cocoapods.org/
What is CocoaPods?

★ An opensource dependency manager
★ A dependency repository
★ Community around these projects
Who is CocoaPods?

★★ Eloy Durán, Fabio Pelosin, Orta Therox
★★ Core team and ~150 contributors
★★ Thousands of contributors of the „repository“!
★★ A „real“ open source project:
★ 400+ members in the GitHub orga
★ 10k+ Pull requests
Why?
Installation

$ [sudo] gem install cocoapods
...

$ pod setup
...

Usage

$ pod --help
...

$ pod install | update | ...
...

Magic files

- Podfile
- Podfile.lock
- Specfiles (.podspec)
- The Pod project
A dependency manager

Example. New paragraph:

But what happen if we write a long long text? That should be work, too.
Demo.
Questions?

Keep connected: @jerolimov
github.com/jerolimov